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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
vested interest
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2016
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simian interface secret. simian.interface walkthrough

So far, have only gotten stuck leading to frustration once - I'll say this, once in a while, there's a simultaneous mix between very
subtle hint/in your face solution, and that is where I became frustrated, as I turned off lateral thinking in favor of the assumption
of a complex solution and quickly veered off into simulating possible solutions that were far more complicated than the eventual
solution ended up being, in the particular situation I'm descring. Sometimes you really have to switch up your thinking. For me,
it had to do with information on a whiteboard and the names of animals on doors, where I failed to make the proper connection
for quite a while. Interesting to me how this process played out! Not finished yet, but really, really enjoying The Initiate so far
and absolutely do not regret the purchase, that's for sure. Will update my review when finished, but for now I have no qualms
about giving this title the thumbs up.. A great rework of the classic Amiga title I loved as a kid Larn. TY Dev!. BEST GAME
EVER

11\/10. It`s Scourge time! Genious strike from the devs to hand out a free copy to all owner of the original game.

I didn`t think that this game would get a reboot but im glad it got one. The original scourge game had a lot of problems early on
which ruined the fun for a lot of people. The multiplayer was really interesting to play due to the fact that its third person with
taking cover and stuff.

Scourge: Outbreak doesn`t have those problems and really improved in many ways.

+The graphics got updated
+New and easy way to give all sort of commands to squad mates (KI)
+More details to the story
+KI got fixed

It looks pretty fun and I can`t wait to get into some dirty multiplayer matches and hopefully playing the campaign with some
cool people in coop. Let`s get into this!. It is the worst game on steam. Pretty good game, all you really need is strategy to
complete the levels, price is alright, just the music lures my dog to my PC.. Was having fun, up until the last Miranda fight.
♥♥♥♥ this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t puzzle fight.
Potential buyer should get the Avernum series instead.. EDIT: link to discord chat, to connect with other potential players 
https://discord.gg/6QK8zkv

Three simple rules:
1. Dont trust anyone.
2. Carefully find a friend/s, who will cover your back.
3. Be eaten by your infected friend.
...back to rule no. 1

Seriously, this game can be great fun. Of course, there can be lack of players sometimes. But this game is pretty new and
unknown. So you can help to spread this around the wrold and enjoy some fun for sure.
8.5/10 for this great paranoia simulator.. This is just a rpg with a music theme but the rpg side needs serious work. If you are
looking for a RPG buy TorchLight 2 instead. Looking for a music game buy Auditorium instead.. It can take up to 2 minutes to
save the game... and lose my attention.
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Very fun game. I always play with my friends. Warning there has always been an animal battle in the heath.
It is recommended if you like animal survival games that include single player and multiplayer. Single player is hard.
There isn't much players in servers sometimes.
I think they stopped updating Lif, sadly. And beware the Broken Crew who i do not wanna tell you what they do.
Other than that itsretty fun!

Glitches:
-go out of a hole and go thru ground into water
. PRE-UPDATE: A classic 2D side-scroller with 3D graphics (2.5D?) with some unique twists thrown into the mix creating a
fresh and fun platforming experience.
And although it does use elements seen in most platformers what's wrong with keeping the tradition if it's not broken?

Now I have played the original On A Roll on XBLA and so far On A Roll 3D isn't as difficult as its predecessor, but don't let
the game's bright, colorful art-style fool you as it may provide challenge in the later levels.

Which is another thing, this game, despite its simplistic graphics is bright and colorful and makes the game pop (which is always
a plus in my book as most games these days have a dull color palette), the controls are very tight and responsive (although
controller support isn't the best but still works great) and probably one of the best aspects of the game is its soundtrack, my
goodness...this game's soundtrack is super catchy and upbeat, drawing you closer to the game.

POST-UPDATE: The new update for the game basically improves EVERYTHING from a more refined interface, to adjustable
resolutions (the pre-update version of the game was locked at 1280x720) to a major overhaul to the game's visuals (pre-update
looked fine but post-update made a lot of changes such as better water, shadows and other stuff) and the best part:
DEFINIABLE CONTROLS, that means players who use their Xbox One/PlayStation 4 (or other PC gamepad) can finally set
up their controller to function properly with the game. (pre-update controls still made you pause the game with the escape key
and a few other keyboard inputs and pre-update controls made every button on the game controller perform the same action,
BIG thanks to Battenberg Software for answering my question on controller mapping!)

If you like what I say about the game AND is a fan of classic 2D (2.5D?) platformers, then I strongly recommend this game!
P.S. DLC for this game is on its way, so if you're the kind of gamer who likes to get the most gametime out of a single game,
then this'll be right up your alley!. At first it looks primitive and simple then becomes quite complex, surprising and challenging.

Since Maniac Mansion no adventure game gave me so much fun, frustration, despair and satisfaction as Red Haze.. Nowhere
near as good as Princess Maker 2. It's still a decent game, though. If you like stat raising and multiple endings, this is for you.. A
little bit sad really; I was excited given the game's looks and ideas - Homeworld with roguelike elements, of all things!

Unfortunately the game is desperately in need of some more polishing. While it seems stable so far, the interface and gameplay
are rough around the edges and lack features I'd personally consider important, like the ability to order craft to escort or guard.
Controls and camera could do with reviewing, often feeling sluggish despite fiddling with settings, and doing counterintuitive
things. At one stage for instance, I was instructed to switch from the established right clicking to issue a particular order, to
using the left mouse button under particular circumstances - minor I know but the sort of peculiar decision can lead to
scuppering a set of commands. As for the UI. the most immediate example is a lack of ways to organise selected craft or even a
default logic - whatever you select is simply in a long list of icons with no grouping or attempt to order them in any way I could
divine.

Further the audio feels rather flat across the board, albeit unoffensive. Except perhaps for response voices, which felt silly and
overacted, and became grating rather fast.

Finally the written elements - both narrative and dialogue - could desperately do with going over by an editor. While I didn't see
any outright mistakes, the phrasing was often peculiar and clumsy, explanations obtuse, and all around 'People don't talk like
that!'

In the end I would call Nomad Fleet a Homeworld clone right down to the UI design - which is no bad thing in and of itself! -
with some really nice ideas but lacking many of the features that Homeworld did brilliantly /despite being the first game of its
kind/. There's no escort functionality, no formations, let alone the ability to designate wings. Yes, there are control groups, but a
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game like this - and again, a feature Homeworld had - benefits enormously from the ability to have craft form wings within
those control groups rather than operating as a single blob.

So again, a little sad - moreso for feeling I should give a negative to recommending. The game is obviously trying and I almost
want to recommend it simply for that but.. well.. Boss fights are hard......... this game is cool like ice.. if you have a good latop
are pc then u can play it but is sooo good and if u can GET IT u will not regret it
. Not a bad game. I picked it up for 5.99. I wish the levels felt a little more diverse and some more variables to spice things up
,buuuuuut its fine. I probably would not have bought this if it did not have Chipzel in it. Not as addictive as SuperHexagon.. I
may be 'too angry to space'...but I'm also too overjoyed at the enjoyment I'm having with this game to give it a less-than-stellar
review! One of my favorite platformers already...even after a bit over an hour of playtime. The trailer alludes to the fun you can
have, and even where it mentions how you can use one hand to play, and one to enjoy a beverage of choice...lol. So far I think it
good advice to shoot first when coming into a level or a new entrance to a different part of a level...it sure can't hurt...and it's
proven in a short time that it's a lot of fun to play...even if there's a rage-quit or two...and already I can tell that there's replay
value as well. There is the homage to games of old...both with graphics\/gameplay and some difficulty-spikes here and there, but
I'm sure enjoying this game in the here and now. Very happy with the decision to buy this game!! Easily recommend, especially
if the trailer looks good to you.
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